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Analyzing the solar system abundances, we have found two empirical scaling laws concerning

the p- ands-nuclei with the same atomic number. These scalings are evidence that most probable

origin of 27 p-nuclei is the supernovaγ-process. We have calculated the abundance ratios by

theγ-process nucleosynthesis based on core-collapse supernova explosion models under various

astrophysical conditions. The results show that the scalings hold for materials produced by in-

dividual γ-processes independent of the astrophysical conditions assumed. We also discuss the

origin of the other 8p-nuclei.
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Figure 1: A partial nuclear chart and nucleosynthesis flow around Te and Xe.

1. Introduction

The solar system was formed from the interstellar medium (ISM), which composition has been
provided from many different stellar nucleosynthesis episodes and the solar abundances have pro-
vided crucial evidence of astrophysical origin of materials. Isotopes heavier than the iron group
are synthesized bys- andr-processes but the origin of 35 neutron-deficient rare isotopes,p-nuclei,
have been discussed over the last 50 years. Woosley and Howard found the anti-correlation be-
tween the photodisintegration reaction rates and the solar abundances of thep-nuclei [1], which
is the first evidence that thep-nuclei are dominantly synthesized by photodisintegration reactions
in supernova explosions (γ-process orp-process) [1, 2, 3, 4]. Recently, we found two empirical
scalings for thep- ands-nuclei with the same atomic number, which are the second evidence that
most probable origin of 27p-nuclei is supernovaγ-process, and a novel concept of "universality
of the γ-process" [5, 6, 7]. We also have proposed a nuclear cosmochronometer for supernova
neutrino-process based on these scalings [8].

2. Empirical solar abundance scaling laws and origin of 27p-nuclei

Figure 1 shows a partial nuclear chart around Te and Xe. In this region,124,126Xe and120Te
are thep-nuclei and128Xe and122Te are pures-nuclei which are not produced by ther-process.
The 1st and 2ndp-nuclei are lighter than thes-nucleus by two and four neutrons, respectively.
Taking the abundance ratios of thes-nucleus to thep-nucleus, N̄ (s)/N¯(p), where N̄ (s) and
N¯(p) are the solar isotope abundances of thes- and p-nuclei, respectively. We reported the first
scaling that N̄ (s)/N¯(p) ratios are almost constant over a wide region of atomic number. Most
ratios are centered around an average value of 23 within a factor of 2 as showin in Fig. 2 [7]. We
found another empirical scaling between twop-nuclei with the same atomic number. The ratios are
almost constant over a wide range of the atomic number. The fact that the scalings appear in the
solar abundances leads to a concept of the universality of theγ-process that the scalings hold for
materials produced by individual supernovaγ-process. We presented the basis of the universality
of theγ-process in model calculations of core-collapse supernovae [9] under various astrophysical
conditions such as, metallicity, progenitor mass, and explosion energy [7]. The results showed
that the scalings hold for individual nucleosyntheses independent of the astrophysical conditions
assumed and we found that the universality originated from the three mechanisms [7].
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Figure 2: The solar abundance ratios ofp- ands-nuclei with the same atomic number. The filled circles
show the ratios of thes-nuclei to 1stp-nuclei. The open triangles show the ratios of thes-nuclei to 2nd
p-nuclei.

3. Origin of 8 p-nuclei

The two scalings are evidence that 27p-nuclei are dominantly produced by theγ-process. A
new generation ofγ-ray sources of a laser Compton scattering (LCS)γ-rays has been developed
and widely used for studies of the nuclear astrophysics [11, 12, 13, 14]. Theseγ-ray sources
are powerful tools for the study the photo-induced reactions because of their sharp energy edge
and tunable energy. There are 35p-nuclei and the origin of the other 8p-nuclei,92,94Mo, 96,98Ru,
144Sm,115Sn,138La, and180Ta, has remained as an open question [7]. Here we discuss the origin of
these 8p-nuclei. Figure 3 shows an abundance distribution of thep- ands-nuclei of the members
of the scalings. The correlation between thep- ands-nuclei can be observed in this figure: the
abundance pattern of thep-nuclei shows a tendency similar to that of thes-nuclei. This is consistent
with the scaling that the N̄(s)/N¯(p) ratios are almost constant.

Burbidgeet al. pointed out that the mass distribution of thep-nuclei show two peaks near
two neutron magic numbers of N=50, 82 and thep-nuclei may be synthesized by (p,γ) and (γ,n)
reactions [10]. The abundance pattern around Mo region is similar to that of Sm (see Fig. 3). The
abundances of92,94Mo is larger than those of lighterp-isotopes,84Sr and78Kr, and the abundance
of 144Sm is also larger than those of lighterp-nuclei. In contrast, the abundances of the seeds-
nuclei,96Mo, 100Ru and148Sm, are consistent with those of the same mass region: namely, their
abundances are lower than those ofs-nuclei in the lighter mass regions beyond the neutron magic
numbers. This fact suggests a possibility that these 5p-nuclei,92,94Mo, 96,98Ru, and144Sm might
be synthesized mainly froms-nuclei located in lighter mass regions beyond the neutron magic
number by particle-induced reactions such as (p,γ),(α,γ) or (n,γ) reaction. Recently, the proton and
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alpha-induced reaction experiments have been carried out up toA ∼ 120 [15, 16, 17]. However,
the reaction rates in a heavy mass region ofA ∼ 140 have not been measured. These rates are of
importance for understanding the origin of thep-nuclei near both the neutron magic numbers ofN
= 50 and 82 [7].

Recent progress of the meteorite science give crucial hints about the origin of Mo and Sm.
Yin et al. measured isotopic fractions of Mo in primitive meteorites with high accuracy and the
isotopic fractions of thep-nucleus94Mo and ther-nucleus100Mo show different anomalies in com-
parison with the solar abundances [18]. This result suggests that the nucleosynthesis site of94Mo
is not correlated with ther-process site. Isotopic anomalies of Sm in primitive meteorites were
also measured and the results showed that nucleosynthesis sites supplying thep- and r-isotopes
were disconnected [19]. It is of importance measurements of the isotope abundances of both the
elements, Sm and Mo, in individual meteoritic samples, which can answer the question whether
the nucleosynthesis sites of Sm and Mo are same or not.

As the origin of115Sn, theγ-, s- andr-processes were proposed but it has been an open question
[20] 138La and180Ta are odd-odd nuclei and their isotope ratios are small, 0.090% (for138La) and
0.012% (180Ta). As the origin of these 2p-nuclei, the cosmic-ray process [21] and theν-process
[22] were proposed. Recent studies of theν-process can explain the solar abundance of138La but
they overproduce that of180Ta [23, 24]. A study of primitive meteorites provides a hint about the
origin of 138La. Shen and Lee reported the isotope abundance anomalies of several elements as Ti
and La in Al-Ca-rich inclusions, which is considered to originated from the early solar nebula. The
abundance ratios of138La/139La is correlated with that of50Ti/48Ti [25]. The reason why138La is
correlated with50Ti has been an open question. The measurements of both isotopic fractions of La
and Ta will provide a crucial hint for origin of138La and180Ta.

4. Conclusion
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